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DAYLIGHT LAMPS HELP YOU SEE
WHAT YOU SEW

WHAT QUILTERS LOVE ABOUT THEIR
DAYLIGHT LAMPS

For the last 30 years the Daylight Company
has been an innovative leader in the lighting
world. With our range of LED lights we have
found a spot in the hearts of quilters and
sewers alike, who have recognised the need
for better lighting and found a solution Daylight.

The right light is bright, clear and balanced.
It looks elegant and is easy to set up. Cool
to the touch, it is also easy to work with. The
right light is a Daylight.

Daylight lamps are the first step on your
creative journey, guiding you stitch by stitch,
keeping your eyes safe, your hands nimble
and your colours true.
Our LED range of lights have been designed
with you in mind. They are versatile lighting
tools that make sewing and quilting more fun
and more enjoyable.
Daylight lamps simulate natural daylight
so that you can see colours, fine lines and
detailed stitching as they truly are, improving
accuracy and reducing eye strain.
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BRIGHT
Because Daylight lamps use LEDs, the light
is directed at the task at hand.
FLEXIBLE
You can position your Daylight where you
need light the most.
ELEGANT
Daylight lamps are designed to be both
effortlessly functional and look good.
BALANCED
Daylight lamps ensure accurate colour
matching.
FRIENDLY
Cool to the touch, Daylight lamps produce
little or no heat.
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Less heat and glare

Smart travel lamp and Smart clip-on lamp
DN1360 and DN1380

Heat and glare can cause discomfort. Sewers and quilters
often have to work in close proximity to the light source, so it
is vital that this emits as little heat as possible. All our lamps
generate very low heat. They are also designed to be used in a
way that minimises glare.

Portable and lightweight rechargeable lamps that
provide high contrast daylight-balanced lighting
wherever you choose to work. DN1360 is a foldable
desk lamp and DN1380 is a lightweight clip-on
lamp. The flexible design directs the light where it is
needed.
• Portable and lightweight.
• Internal rechargeable battery.
• USB cable from computer or phone charger.
• Dimmable daylight LEDs.
• Desklamp with tilting arm (DN1360).
• Clip-on lamp with flexible arm (DN1380).
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Halo™ and Halo™ 8D table magnifiers

Wafer 1, 2, 3 lightbox

D/E25200 D/E25300

D/E35040 D/E35030 D/E35020

These compact and easily portable table magnifiers
and lamps are perfect for projects requiring close
attention to detail. The daylight LEDs provide
high contrast lighting and ensure accurate colour
matching. Chose between a 5 diopter (2.25X) or an 8
diopter (3X) magnification lens.

Our latest lightweight ultra-slim lightboxes use fully
dimmable LED technology. Available in three sizes,
they provide an even spread of light from edge to edge
and emit very low heat. The wafer-thin lightboxes are
ideal for embroidery, sewing, tracing and sketching.

5 diopter

8 diopter
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23cm x 32cm (A4)

• A4, A3 and A2 sizes.
• Daylight light source provides true colour matching.

• 3 brightness levels.

• Fully dimmable daylight LEDs.

• 5 diopter (2.25X) main lens and 12 diopter (4X) inset lens
(D/E25200).

• Powered by mains/AC adapter.
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32cm x 44cm (A

• Only 0.8cm (0.3”) thick.

• Daylight 4,000 Lux at 15cm (6”).

• 8 diopter (3X) main lens and 20 diopter (6X) inset lens
(D/E25300).

2)

• Lightweight ultra-slim lightboxes.

• Compact and portable magnifier and lamp.
• Lens rotates for easy viewing.

60cm x 46cm (A

Wafer 1 lightbox (D/E35040)
Tracing area: 23 x 32cm (A4)
Weight: 0.920kg (2.024lb)		

Wafer 2 lightbox (D/E35030)
Tracing area: 32 x 44cm (A3)
Weight: 1.64kg (3.6Ib)		

Wafer 3 lightbox (D/E35020
Tracing area: 60 x 46cm (A2)
Weight: 3.6kg (7.9lb)
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Slimline™ LED
Floor lamp D/E35117 and table lamp D/E35107

Quilta™
Ultra Bright table lamp D/E35127

These stunning brushed chrome lamps
light up large work areas. The slim head
design provides shadow-free lighting and
with two flex points, you can swiftly direct
light to where it is needed.

This powerful ultra-bright table lamp
has a long arm reach and provides
a wide, even light coverage. The bright
daylight light source reduces eye strain
and glare and is easily dimmed.

• Flexible floor and table lamps.

• Brushed steel finish.

• Stylish brushed chrome finish.

• Daylight LEDs provide true colour matching.

• Bright daylight LEDs for perfect colour matching.

• Lamp brightness 2,100 Lux at 30cm (12”).

• Lamp brightness 1,630 Lux at 30cm (12”).

• Flexible arm with 73cm (28.7”) reach for wide
spread of light.

• Double flex arm with 55cm (21.7”) reach.
• Supplied with high quality metal clamp.
• Slimline table base available separately (D52107).
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Longarm quilting lamp D/E35080

The Quilta™ longarm quilting lamp has been specifically designed to fit most
longarm quilting machines. Fully approved and tested on well-known brands such
as Gammill, Handi Quillter and Baby Lock, this lamp requires no tools to be fitted.
The secure attachment straps have locking clasps which are fully adjustable to fit
different handle shapes and sizes.
•

Lamp brightness 7,000 lux at 15cm (6”).

•

Bright Daylight (6,000K) LEDs for true colour matching.

•

360° shade rotation to direct the light exactly where you want it.

•

Adjustabel locking clasps fit many longarm quilting machines.

• Supplied with high quality metal clamp.
• Slimline table base available separately (D52107).
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UnoLamp™

DuoLamp™

D/EN1410 D/EN1420 D/EN1430

D/EN1510, D/EN1520 and D/EN1530

Our UnoLamp ™ are perfect for lighting up
needlework and embroidery projects. The elegant
design provide bright daylight-balanced lighting for
accurate colour matching. The LEDs are dimmable
and generate very little heat. Floor, desk and clip-on
versions are available.

With two lightsources, our elegant DuoLamp ™
increase the illuminated workspace, providing
bright, evenly distributed daylight-balanced lighting
for a variety of needlework, sewing and quilting
projects. Like our Uno lamps, there are floor, desk
and clip-on versions.

• Elegant modern design.

• Duo lamps light a larger work surface.

• Floor, desk and clip-on versions.

• Floor, desk and clip-on versions.

• Flexible arm directs light exactly where you need it.

• Flexible arm directs light exactly where you need it.

• 28 daylight LEDs provide accurate colour matching.

• 56 daylight LEDs provide accurate colour matching.

• Touch switch dimmer with 4 brightness levels.

• Touch switch dimmer with 4 brightness levels.

• Lamp brightness: 1,145 Lux at 30cm (12”).

• Lamp brightness: 2,090 Lux at 30cm (12”).
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A light for perfect colour matching
A good colour-balanced light is essential for sewers and quilters.
Allowing them to choose colours as they would in natural daylight, at any
time of the day or night. Mistaking navy blue for black is an easy oversight
under poor lighting.
Our lights and luminaires simulate natural daylight with colour
temperatures of 5,000º to 6,500º Kelvin; see what you sew at
any time.
Our products are made with high quality
materials and components, and undergo
vigorous tests during development.
We follow the best quality
control and safety
standards in
the industry.

Twist™ Portable LED
D/E35700

One of the most popular lamps in the Daylight range,
our Twist ™ Portable LED lamp allows light to be
positioned where you need it. The lightweight design
makes it easy to move around the house and is also
ideal to take to classes. The daylight LEDs provide
high contrast and accurate colour matching.
• Lightweight portable lamp.
• Take your Daylight wherever you go.
• Easy-twist shade for accurate lighting.
• Removable base increases stability.
• Daylight LEDs provide true colour matching.

For more information on
Kelvin values visit
www.daylightcompany.co.uk
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• Lamp brightness: 2,200 Lux at 30cm (12”).
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Freedom™ LED battery lamp

Sewing machine lamp

D/E35027

D/EN1180

Truly portable, with a battery life of up to six hours,
our Freedom ™ LED Battery lamp is ideal when you
need light away from a mains supply. The lamp has an
integrated handle and is supplied with a rechargeable
battery and AC adapter. It is perfect for classes or
other locations where there is no power supply.

This small flexible lamp is perfect for your sewing
machine. It allows you to direct a focused beam of
light on to your work. Using a self-adhesive pad, it
can be attached to most surfaces. The low-energy
LEDs provide bright, high contrast, daylightbalanced lighting for accurate colour matching.

• Use your Daylight lamp anywhere.

• Ultra-bright focused LED light.

• Ideal for reading, crafts, DIY, work and travel.

• Daylight-balanced for accurate matching.

• Rechargeable - up to 6 hours of light.

• Long 18cm (7”) flexible arm.

• Internal rechargeable battery and plug-in power supply.

• Click to detach from mount.

• Daylight LEDs provide true colour matching.

• Supplied with 2 mounts for use in multiple locations.

• Lamp brightness: 1,400 Lux at 30cm (12”).

• Self-adhesive mounts adhere to most surfaces.
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Magnification
Many people do fine and intricate work
and for them the need for illuminated
magnification is obvious. However, most
sewers and quilters would benefit from
having a lamp with a magnification
option. Almost everyone needs
to correct work or look at detail
occasionally. The ability to clearly
view work through a magnifying
lens with a bright light is
invaluable.

MAGnificent floor and table LED magnifying lamp
D/E25050

The MAGnificent lamp is ideal for all types of
detailed work. This lamp is cleverly designed to be
used as both a floor lamp (with two different height
options) as well as a table lamp. The LEDs provide
high contrast daylight-balanced lighting and the
large, semi-rimless 1.75X magnifying lens allows
uninterrupted viewing of close-up work.
• Ideal for all types of detailed work.
• Height-adjustable, can be used as a floor or table lamp.
• Lamp brightness: 1,850 Lux at 15cm (6”).
• Large 14.6cm (5¾”) semi-rimless lens.
• 1.75X magnification for clear viewing of close-up work.
• Flexible arm directs light exactly where you need it.
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Stitchmaster floorstand

StitchSmart LED magnifying lamp and chart holder

D53047

D/E25020

The perfect partner for needlework! With its strong
jaw, the Stitchmaster floorstand holds your frame
or hoop firmly in position. The unique swivel system
allows you to lift and rotate the frame by a full 360°.
Quick to assemble, it is ready to use in seconds.

This lamp is the perfect add-on for your StitchSmart
stand. The flexible lamp comes with Daylight LEDs
and a 3 diopter (1.75X) removable magnifier. The
LED’s provide high contrast daylight-balanced
lighting for accurate colour matching. Comes with a
chart holder for your patterns and drawings.

• Height-adjustable floorstand.
• Strong jaw to hold your frame or hoop in position.

• LED magnifying lamp and chart holder.

• Unique swivel system.

• 40cm (15.5”) flexible arm for easy positioning.

• Lift and rotate frame 360°.

• Lamp brightness 2,500 Lux at 15cm (6”).

• Easy to assemble, ready to use in seconds.

• 3 diopter (1.75X) removable magnifier.

• StitchSmart LED Magnifier and Chart Holder available
separately (D/E25020).

• Crystal clear 9.5cm (3”) magnifying lens.
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• Chart holder for patterns and drawings.
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Brightness
The amount of light illuminating your work is of the utmost importance.
Insufficient light will lead to mistakes, as well as cause eye
strain, irritation and tiredness. Our lamps, when correctly
positioned, ensure a brightness of at least
1,000 Lux (and usually more). This is the
minimum we believe is acceptable at
normal working distances.

Luminos™
D/E35600

This powerful LED lamp provides an exceptionally
wide spread of dimmable light. The arm has a long
reach and is easily extended, whilst the shade can be
angled to provide light where it is needed. With the
addition of an optional floorstand the lamp can be
positioned wherever light is required.
• Very wide shade 65cm (25½”).

What is Lux?
Lux is the actual amount of light on a surface. It is the
most accurate way of measuring the real light output
of a lamp. The higher the Lux, the brighter the light on
your project.
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• 120 powerful Daylight LEDs.
• Effortless free-motion joints hold any position.
• Heavy duty arm with reinforced joints and covers.
• Long reach: 112cm (44”).
• Maximum Lux: 3,800 at 30cm (12”).
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Lumi™

Ultimate floorstanding lamp

D/E35500

D/E21098

Ideal to use on any work space, cutting table,
drafting or desk, the Lumi ™ is a professional work
station lamp that will enable you to see fine details
and true colours. The large shade can be smoothly
adjusted vertically, horizontally and laterally to any
desired position. The dimmable light allows easy
adjustment when less light is required.

This elegant and decorative floor lamp transforms
into a highly effective sewing and needlework light.
The lamp is height-adjustable and the flexible arm
allows light to be positioned where it is required,
providing bright daylight-balanced light over a large
surface area. It is supplied with a removable 13cm
(5”) magnifier, chart holder and a sewing tray.

• 51cm wide shade gives even spread of light over large
area.

• Bright daylight-balanced light where required.

• 2 step dimmer.

• Wheels on base make it easy to move around.

• Head joint holds multi position allowing to direct the
light where it is needed.
• Long reach arm 108cm (42.5”) with internal springs.
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• Height-adjustable light-source with a flexible arm.
• 20W energy-saving daylight bulb for colour matching.
• Brightness 2,600 Lux at 30cm (12”).
• 13cm (5”) magnifier with 1.75X magnification.
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Table magnifying lamp

YoYo™ magnifier

LED flexilens

D/EN1040

DN1350

DN1161

A compact and lightweight multi-purpose
magnifying lamp, providing 1.75X magnification.
Daylight-balanced for accurate colour matching.
The lamp folds, making it perfect for travelling
and taking to classes.

This pocket-sized LED magnifier and lamp
has an 8 diopter (3.0X) lens and three bright
daylight-balanced LEDs for accurate colour
matching.

A compact clip-on LED magnifier and lamp.
It has a flexible arm for easy adjustment, 2
bright daylight LEDs and a 4 diopter (2.0X)
lens.

• Compact pocket-sized LED
magnifier.

• Compact clip-on LED magnifier.

• Ideal to use when out and
about.

• Up to 40 hours of light.

• Small and bright magnifying lamp.
• 9cm / 3 diopter (1.75X) lens.
• 12W Daylight tube for colour matching.
• Height 37cm.
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• 3 bright LEDs.
• 5.5cm / 8 diopter (3.0X) lens.

• 2 bright daylight LEDs.
• 11cm / 4 diopter (2.0X)
lens.

• Comes with a wrist strap.

• 2.5cm inset lens (12
diopter /4.0X).

• 3x AAA batteries required
(not included).

• Clip to attach to frames,
hoops, books & tables.
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LED neck magnifier with stand

Flexilens on clamp

Flexilens on mini-base

Double flexi-clamp

DN91211

DN90942

DN91091

DN51010

This dual-purpose hands-free magnifier can
be used as a neck magnifier or as a table
magnifier. It has a 10.5cm 2X
magnification lens, a 2.4cm 6X
inset lens and two bright daylight
LED lights.

Ideal for detailed work, this handsfree magnifier has a flexible arm that
adjusts to any position. A durable metal
clamp enables it to be easily attached to
a stitching frame. The large 13cm lens
provides a 1.75X magnification.

This hands-free magnifier has a sturdy
weighted base with five holes for pinning
down. The 19.5cm flexible arm adjusts for
easy viewing and the 9cm lens provides
2.25X magnification and incorporates a 4.0X
magnification inset lens.

The Double flexi-clamp is ideal for keeping
patterns in view. It has two padded metal
clamps, enabling one end to be attached
to a table and the other to hold a pattern.
The flexible arm is easily
adjustable.

• Dual purpose hands-free neck
magnifier with cord and table
stand.

• Rimless magnifying lens
for detailed tasks.

• Hands-free magnifier
with mini-base.

• Keep patterns in view.

• High quality 13cm 1.75X
lens.

• 5 holes for pinning
down.

• Flexible 46cm arm for
long reach and easy
adjustment.

• 9cm 2.25X
magnification.

• 10.5cm 2.0X acrylic magnifier.
• 2.4cm 6.0X inset lens.
• 2 bright daylight LED lights.

• Strong clamp for accurate
positioning.
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• 2cm 4.0X inset lens.

• High quality double
clamp.
• Can be clamped onto
any flat surface.
• 46cm flexible arm
for extra reach.
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CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Our customers lie at the heart of what we do. Our dedicated customer service support team is
here for you. If you have any feedback or are not completely happy with one of our products, we
want to hear about it. We aim to respond to every query in a timely and efficient manner with a
solution that works for everyone. You can get in touch by phone or email and a member of our
team will gladly assist you.
T: +44 (0)20 8964 1200
E: info.uk@daylightcompany.com

GUARANTEE
All Daylight products are manufactured to the highest level of quality standards. We
understand and appreciate the importance of consistently offering quality products to our
customers, and will continue to offer products that meet or exceed our customers expectations.
Daylight guarantee all products will be free of any defects in materials or workmanship for a
period of two years. During the guarantee period, Daylight will replace products or supply spare
parts free of charge. See our website for full terms and conditions.
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Any questions please call
+44 (0)20 8964 1200 or visit www.daylightcompany.co.uk
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The Daylight Company Ltd
89-91 Scrubs Lane
London NW10 6QU
United Kingdom
UK freephone: 0800 055 77 11
International: +44 (0)20 8964 1200
info.uk@daylightcompany.com
www.daylightcompany.co.uk
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